












PUBLIC RELEASE MEMORANDUM 
STAR No. 2022-30700 
September 21, 2023 

Deputy Smit saw some of the rounds hitting the ground in front of him and heard them 
going past his right shoulder. Deputy Smit felt Winston was "putting pretty accurate 
gunfire" on Deputy Smit while Winston was laying on his back. Deputy Smit returned fire 
until his firearm was out of ammunition. Deputy Smit estimated two seconds had passed 
between the first time he fired at Winston and the second time he fired at Winston. 
Deputy Smit estimated he was thirty to forty yards away from Winston both times Deputy 
Smit fired his duty weapon. 

Deputy Smit started to reload his firearm while at the same time putting out information to 
Deputy Galindo. Deputy Smit heard Deputy Galindo fire his weapon. Deputy Smit was 
afraid for Deputy Galindo because he believed Deputy Galindo was out in the open when 
he was firing at Winston. Deputy Smit was unsure how many rounds Deputy Galindo 
fired and where exactly Deputy Galindo was when he fired his weapon. Deputy Smit ran 
directly east to get cover. The last thing Deputy Smit saw was Winston lying on the 
ground and firing at him. 

Deputy Smit was able to move to the back of a Volkswagen Bug facing northwest. 
Deputy Smit yelled for Deputy Galindo to come to Deputy Smit's location for cover. 
Deputy Galindo was at the back of the vehicle facing northeast. Deputy Smit told Deputy 
Galindo, "I fired many rounds at him, and the suspect ah um pointed the gun at me and 
shot at me." Deputy Smit told Deputy Galindo he last saw Winston at the northeast 
corner of**** Barberry. After Deputy Galindo saw Winston shooting at Deputy Smit, 
Deputy Galindo said that is when he fired his shots at Winston. Winston was at the same 
location where Deputy Smit saw him. Deputy Galindo told Deputy Smit he saw Winston 
get up and move west while he was shooting at Deputy Smit. Deputy Smit was unable to 
see Winston from his location at the back of the Volkswagen Bug. 

Deputy Smit and Deputy Galindo remained at the back of the Volkswagen Bug. Deputy 
Smit saw movement inside the residence at **** Barberry. The civilians inside advised 
the deputies there was nobody inside the residence with them. Deputy Smit told the 
residents to stay in the house, lock the doors, get on the ground and find something to 
hide behind. Around this time, SEO deputies started to arrive. 

Deputy Smit and Deputy Galindo started giving the SEO deputies the information they 
knew at the time. They advised the SEO deputies Winston was armed and also provided 

Winston's last known location. The SEO deputies formulated a plan of what to do next. 
Deputy Smit heard the SEO deputies indicate they had eyes on Winston. The SEO 
deputies used a Flash-Bang and a robot to try to provoke some movement from Winston. 

After no movement was observed, three SEO deputies approached Winston on foot. The 
SEO deputies started to render medial aid to Winston. Winston was pronounced 
deceased at the scene. 

Deputy Smit went to **** Barberry to contact the occupants inside the residence. Deputy 
Smit wanted to advise them that the situation was over and that they needed to stay 
inside the residence. The occupants provided their contact information to Deputy Smit 
and advised him there were cameras at the house and how the cameras could be 
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